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Introduction

Over the past 120 years, major changes in production and distribution platforms have altered the 

recording industry.  Yet the most recent 15 years have seen a seismic shift from a tangible physical 

format to intangible digital (Bargfrede and Mak, 2009, p.65).  The recording industry  has a complex 

relationship  with technology; early innovators such as de Martinville, Edison, Berliner and 

businesses like The Gramophone Company shifted the industry from print to recordings (Wikström, 

2009, p.62), while today  Sony and Apple dominate the market digitally. The convergence of 

technology has allowed music to be made accessible via new means of online distribution, from 

streaming services to digital music stores to peer-to-peer networks.

As the technology behind distribution models has changed, so has the use of recorded music and its 

role as the industry’s own ‘Loss Leader’ product. Does that mean that recorded music is used 

simply  as a strategy to push other, more profitable markets? It certainly drives consumption of other 

goods - such as hardware like the Gramophone and iPod - and products of other music divisions 

such as the publishing and live sectors:

The music business is a leisure time/entertainment industry relying on the use of discretionary 

time and income from consumers for listening to and watching music performances and for 

the purchases of recordings and live performance tickets. (Hull, Hutchinson and Strasser, 

2011, p.37)

This connection has seen many sectors forced to adapt to technological advances, even when they 

disturb their business models (Mylonopoulos, 2004, p.166).
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The Loss Leaders Concept

As consumerism has grown, so has the the number of promotional schemes, from simple newspaper 

advertisements to billboards on the street.  ‘Loss leading’ uses items whose price or nature makes 

them popular to coerce the public into also buying other, more profitable items. The business will 

usually  sell its loss leader product at  or below cost with the hope that an increase in other sales will 

offset any loss (Betancourt, 2004, p.104). 

Loss leading is not  new; according to Peter Stearns, as the consumer markets emerged in the 17th 

century and diversified in the 18th century, marketing tactics such as loss leading became prevalent:

A comment in 1747 noted “A custom has prevailed amongst grocers to sell sugars 

for the prime cost, and they are out of pocket by the sale”, but purchases of “other 

commodities” for which customers paid “extravagant prices” made up for the 

loss. (Stearns, 2006, p.18)

Common examples of loss leaders in today’s consumables include cheap razors with expensive 

cartridges and free printers with computers but expensive ink (Hill, A., 2011, p.208). It has also 

become popular for large retail chains like Walmart and Amazon to offer popular media at cost (or 

below) to encourage customers to their stores (Amdur, 2004). 
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Loss Leaders and the Physical Format

The loss leader concept was a fundamental part of the early music industry’s approach to recorded 

music. Through innovation, emerging markets and consumer demand, music transitioned from a 

performance art to the product behind a multi-billion dollar industry (IFPI, 2007). The recording 

industry itself sprang from innovations in the late 19th and early  20th century, beginning an 

inextricable relationship  between technology and music. Édouard-Léon Scott de Martinville 

developed his phonautograph recording device in 1857. By 1889, Emile Berliner had developed it 

into the Gramophone, which boasted improved quality and a durable shellac material (later vinyl). 

Early record labels such as Columbia and PYE Records began to appear alongside their parent  

technological firms, creating media for these new hardware goods (Hoffman, 2005, p.258). 

By the turn of the century, a music recording and distribution industry had appeared. Companies 

such as The Columbia Gramophone Company and The Gramophone Company (His Master’s Voice) 

formed to exploit the emerging market’s opportunities. In 1931, the two merged into Electronics 

and Music Instruments (EMI), launching one of the record industry’s most important labels (Parker, 

2004, p.67). It became clear that selling hardware goods required the electrical company  to enter the 

entertainment trade, using music sales to thus generate interest in the more profitable Gramophone. 

In November 1931 EMI opened the first purpose-built recording complex, EMI Studios (later 

renamed Abbey Road) (Hoffman, 2005, p.4). 

The late 1930s saw the record industry decline following global economic downturn and the rise of 

commercial radio (Bargfrede and Mak, 2009, p.5). Entrepreneur Sam Gutowitz, however, spotted a 

chance to profit from the downturn and opened the Sam Goody chain of music stores. He bought 

LPs in bulk and knocked 30% off the recommended retail price; on many sales he only  broke even 

(or made a loss), but he profited on a particular selection of records sold closer to retail price.  The 
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stores attracted loyal customers, and by  1955 grossed $4m a year, accounting for 7% of US LP sales 

(Bordowitz, p.147). Gutowitz’s loss leader model provides an early  example of retail stores using 

inexpensive recorded music to capture customers, developing an audience to which it can later sell 

more profitable music/products.  Warner/Reprise Records did something similar in 1969, launching 

a series of ‘mail order only’ $2 LPs featuring a selection of artists (Hill, C. 2011).  These were sold 

with the hope of increasing regular sales by  generating public interest in new artists; the project  was 

titled the ‘Loss Leaders Series’. The loss leader strategy proved successful at using cheap music to 

drive more profitable music sales. 

Analogue tape became popular in the 1950’s. Though initially  a professional recording format 

(Milner, 2010, p.115), the 1979 launch of the Sony Walkman portable cassette player helped the 

industry to seize its potential as a distribution format (Nathan, 2001, p.152). The Walkman, 

however, needed media to make it successful. 80% of Sony’s turnover is in electrical goods, 

although Sony Music is the second largest label in the world today (Wikström, 2009, p.75); it soon 

began to promote cassette tapes as a loss leader to drive Walkman sales.

In 1982, a purely ‘digital’ medium became available through a joint venture by Sony and Philips - 

the compact disc (CD). Although Sony had been pushing its cassette brand, the CD offered a far 

superior product, surpassing vinyl sales by 1988 (Hoffman, 2005, p.308). Unlike linear analogue 

systems, CDs required music to be digitised to a binary  code that was printed onto the disc (Peek et 

al., 2009, p.139). This data could be played back many times without degradation, and most 

importantly could be copied perfectly - with significant ramifications for piracy and the sale of 

blank CDs (Longhurst, 2007, p.209). 
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The CD offered many other benefits, including cheap manufacturing and distribution. However, 

pricing strategies soon landed record labels in trouble (Park, 2009, p.27).  Large US retailers such 

as Walmart and Circuit  City  began heavily discounting the format, using media sales as a loss 

leader to entice customers into their stores for other electronic goods - and creating a pricing war in 

the process (Burkart  and McCourt, 2006, p.33).  Record labels imposed a price hike on CDs, 

creating a ‘minimum advertised price’ (MAP) to discourage loss leading sales. Although the labels 

claimed they were protecting smaller retailers, the government filed suit for price fixing in August 

2000 (Hull, 2004, p.183). The labels were heavily scrutinised for their stance, but the film industry 

was less critical of the technique:

...Everyone seems happy. Wal-Mart is content to use the discs as loss leaders to drive 

volume sales of blue jeans and puppy chow and the studio ‘manufacturers’ are lapping 

up the dough and basking in the glow of their best new retail friend... (Amdur, 2004)

Retail chains continue to use similar strategies with music, and the emergence of online retail 

models has only encouraged its evolution. 
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Napster, P2P and the War on Piracy

The CD continued to dominate through the 1990s, but the use of ‘lossy’ codecs soon altered the 

industry’s relationship with its consumers.  The Motion Pictures Engineering Group’s MPEG-1 

layer 3, otherwise known as MP3, allowed video and audio data to be compressed for transfer 

purposes (Vaseghi, 2007, p.479).  By 1994, file conversion software such as Nullsoft’s Winamp, 

chat rooms and basic websites turned the internet into a gateway for sharing media content illegally 

(Knopper, 2009, p.120). It  allowed people to consume constantly while sharing and discussing 

outside the traditional controls of mainstream media. (Deuze, 2007, p.30).

The 1999 introduction of file sharing software Napster allowed music piracy en masse; the free 

software reached an estimated 26.4 million users at its peak (Knopper, 2009, p.142). The company  

almost immediately faced legal pressure from the Recording Industry Association of America 

(RIAA) and major artists. The RIAA and Napster attempted to work things out privately; Napster’s 

Hank Barry  tried to demonstrate the potential his company offered for sales, but the labels were not 

convinced (Knopper, 2009, p.140). 

In July 2001, Napster shut down its servers to comply  with an injunction that all copyright material 

be removed and blocked (Burkart and McCourt, 2006, p.63). The industry and the public, however, 

were now awake to the potential of these new technologies.  File sharing evolved with the release of 

Nullsoft’s Gnutella protocol, the first networked peer-to-peer system. Gnutella turned every user’s 

computer into a server ‘node’; Nullsoft never directly  hosted copyright material. Although 

‘removed’ by  parent company AOL Time Warner, it still exists today as Limewire and Kazaa 

(Burkart and McCourt, 2006, p.65).
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Many criticised the music industry’s militance on Napster-related subjects. The legal battles were a 

PR disaster for the industry, who had to stem the swell of ‘stick it to the man’ behaviour, beginning 

their unwavering war against the software companies while alienating their consumer base and the  

industry’s future technicians (Knopper, 2009, p.133). This format of distribution was new to the 

industry as well as the parent technology companies associated with the labels; they  had no business 

models ready to exploit it.
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The Belated Rise of Digital Sales and Distribution

With the rise of the MP3, Apple CEO Steve Jobs became concerned that his customers were being 

left behind as many of the emerging digital music players were not compatible with Macintosh 

products. Former Apple engineer Bill Kincaid created a piece of software known as Soundjam that 

filled the gap; Apple turned the product into iTunes (Knopper, 2009, p.167). Now that  it  had the 

software, however, it needed hardware. After analysing available products, Apple launched the 

iPod, a 5GB portable music player capable of storing 1,000 songs. The iPod, initially  available only 

to Macintosh users, allowed users to move their digital music libraries into the iTunes software and 

synchronise those files with its complimenting hardware device.  The iPod and iTunes were 

intrinsically linked, forcing the user to use the provided software. The iPod also came with a $399 

price tag, which garnered much criticism (Knopper, 2009, p.171).  Still, Apple was able to use its 

small home computer market share (around 5%) to convince labels they were a safe bet to 

experiment with a new digital music distribution strategy  (Knopper, 2009, p.175). In 2003 Apple 

launched the iTunes store, an e-commerce site integrating existing iTunes software; the store helped 

Apple to become the leader in online music sales. 

How Digital Sales Follow iPod/iPhone Sales (IFPI/Apple financial via Arthur 2010)
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The iTunes Store is a purpose loss leader to drive sales towards Apple hardware.  From the $.99 

Apple charges for a song, $.65 goes to record label/artist (dependant on deal) and $.22 towards 

processing fees, leaving a measly $.12 for Apple. After iTunes was nominated for the 2003 

Invention of the Year by Time Magazine, Jobs revealed his strategy: “The dirty  little secret of all 

this is there’s no way to make money on these stores.” When asked to clarify, he simply replied, 

“We are selling iPods” (Music Week, 2003). Asymco reports the store costs Apple $1.3b to run, 

leaving little room for profit (Deidu, 2011). The same model has been seen in Apple’s App  store; a 

report from Piper Jaffray noted that the App Store accounts for only 1% of Apple’s overall profits 

(Elmer-Dewitt, 2010). 

Although Apple owns the most popular online music store, it is no longer alone. Rhapsody, We7, 

Napster (in a new, legal format) and Myspace Music all target similar online audiences, but other 

more traditional retail outlets such as HMV, Tesco and Amazon have also joined the competition to 

erode Apple’s estimated 68% market share of UK digital music sales (UK Music, 2011, p.28).  

Large retail and technology firms see digital music as an easy opportunity to create other revenue 

streams. The intangible format means no stock storage, no delivery costs and few overheads. 

Although servers and staff are required, the costs are limited, and massive demand makes it 

feasible. The internet allows individuals to promote themselves, creating niche markets that 

represent discussion, sharing and purchasing - ‘The Long Tail’.  These niches have become relevant 

to distributors like iTunes. Economist Chris Anderson postulates that  many online retail stores only 

break even through sales associated with the top selling artists but make pure profit from the 

remaining works, which only sell small amounts (Anderson, 2009, p.39).
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Loss Leading Strategies in the Online Marketplace

Now that media streaming services are feasible, companies like Google have developed new 

business models.  Google’s objective is to capture and sustain a high amount of site traffic, 

attracting unique visitors who increase the value of its advertisement business. Google’s stronghold 

on the search engine market is such that ‘Googling’ is now a valid term (Stross, 2008, p.74).  The 

website’s traffic and the revenue generated through its online advertisement division AdWords 

contributed to a $24.5b turnover in 2010 (IHS Screen Digest, 2011). By October 2011, Google held 

a 46% market share and generated $29b, and its dominance has been enhanced through other 

divisions such as YouTube (Schmitz, 2011). 

Google’s Online Advertisement Dominance (Darren Herman via Schmitz, 2011)

The company’s latest division is Google Music - a digital music store and streaming service. 

Launched in November 2011, the service uses music consumption to drive traffic through Google’s 

services and an integrated payment service called Google Wallet. Google quickly  moved Google 

Music towards a loss leading strategy, driving consumers to the new digital music store to increase 

views of AdWords. Post-Thanksgiving ‘Black Friday’, for instance, saw the store price albums by 

popular artists at $1.99 to entice new customers (Greenburg, 2011a). 
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Google is not alone in its strategy. Amazon launched its Cloud Drive and Cloud Player in March 

2011 as digital compliments to its already successful retail outlet.  The company made use of loss 

leader practice, offering deals such as Lady Gaga’s Born this Way album at $0.99 (Greenburg, 

2011b).  Amazon also used the intense Thanksgiving shopping period to drop music prices in order 

to increase traffic to other services. 

The record industry has also had to adapt to the emergence of streaming services such as 

Grooveshark, Rhapsody  and Spotify. Although all offer a similar model, Spotify  has been far more 

popular, implementing a friendly  image and simple user interface. It offers different subscription 

packages, beginning at  free and scaling to £9.99 in the UK. The service engages people at no cost, 

but limits access and includes unwanted advertisements until users pay  for a subscription package. 

Known as ‘freemium’ pricing, the model acts like loss leading by  drawing the customer in for one 

type of good then attempting to sell others (Anderson, 2010, p.23). 

Spotify’s biggest critics focus on the royalties artists receive. Unlike digital music stores, its artists 

receive a ‘per play’ royalty fee (£0.0012) that is much smaller than that received from a purchase. 

Yet although the royalty argument is relevant, it  is equally important to note how new consumption 

models like Spotify  affect sales. Bloomberg reported in November that 2011 has seen the first 

increase in album sales since 2004 (Pulley, 2011). With legal services propagating the online 

market, the consumer has a workable alternative to illegal downloading/sharing. According to 

Vivendi’s Jearn-Bernard Levy, major labels are winning back paying customers as they embrace 

streaming and digital sales and diversify pricing points (Pulley, 2011). 

These services are hugely successful, and further online retailers such as HMV and even 

supermarket Tesco have been helping sector growth. Spotify’s streaming service has seen a 
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significant rise in popularity, citing 2.2m users in 2009, gaining 1m users after its summer 2011 US 

launch and rising to an estimated 3.25m following a deal with Facebook in September 2011 

(Peoples, 2011). 

Spotify Users Since US Launch (Lipsman, 2011)

These statistics look positive, but some independent labels have felt the negative effects of the shift 

to legal digital services more than the majors.  ST Holdings recently removed their catalogue from 

streaming services after seeing a poor return for their artists and a dip in online sales (Cardew, 

2011). The fallout means 200 independent record labels have left these services, fuelling ongoing 

debate and forcing other supporters like Universal’s Jamie Vaide to retort, “Artists get 

SOMETHING from @Spotify  whereas they  get NOTHING from illegal downloading” (Ingham, 

2011). A study by the BPI highlighted new legal streaming services’ work to enable digital sales 

growth, noting that 13% of P2P users had stopped downloading illegally (BPI, 2010). 
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Spotify’s Growth vs Limewire’s Dip (BPI, 2010)

The economics of the music industry have changed significantly  in the last decade. The live 

industry and publishing sectors have grown, recorded sales have declined (although they  flattened 

in 2010 and grew in 2011) and emerging business models have given rise to new revenue streams 

through ad-supported campaigns.  According to Will Page’s figures, the industry is not  all “doom 

and gloom” (Lewin 2011). Digital revenue was up in the three most  recent PRS reports; 51% 

growth in 2008 represented a boom that continued through 2009, cooling off slightly  in 2010 (Page, 

2009, 2010 and 2011).  Synchronisation and merchandising deals - including 360 deals - have 

served to bolster the recording sector (Page, 2010, p.7).  Many attribute these changes to the 

convergence of technology, new music distribution models (such as streaming and online retail) and 

increased media consumption.
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Conclusion

The recording industry is undeniably a by-product of technological innovation, and it has had to 

adapt to new formats, means of consumption and distribution models to maintain its existence. The 

digital revolution in the late 20th century reflected the complex relationship between technology 

and media production and consumption. As technology companies like Apple, Sony  and Google 

realise the importance of media consumption to their particular business ventures, they  have 

exposed the ease with which the recording industry can be manipulated to fit their own business 

models. Technological innovation may seem economically external to the business of selling 

records, but the music industry  is in fact  an open system, susceptible to the social, legal, economic 

or technological effects of the environment around it (Hull, Hutchinson and Strasser, 2011, p.33). 

The major labels are beginning to accept new services such as Spotify, and although independent 

labels may find the change difficult, running from technology  and innovation will not help them 

survive. 

Companies as Apple and Google and retail outlets such as Walmart and Circuit City see the sale of 

recorded music as more than an opportunity to create profit in itself, but as a chance to capture  

audiences and drive consumption to more profitable goods.  Media sales make up  a very small 

amount of these firms’ profit, if any, but their demand for media creates sales. The use of loss 

leaders can be controversial; however, the practice may be the best option for the recording industry 

if it is to recover and grow. 
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